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GM’s  Note’s

GM:   Justbeer  016 418 4141
VGM:  Rebecca  
On Sec:  Speedhound 016 458 4721
Hash Cash: Rupiah   012 410 6231

Run: 2508
Date: 5 March 2020
Bunny: Committee
Runsite: Charlie’s Market

Web: www.hashhouseharrietspenang.com
Email: onsec@hashhouseharrietspenang.com

Well the AGM has come and gone and off  we go again, forward and upward, 
with the new Committee in place. I do thank all the outgoing Committee for their 
work during the last year. Sometimes it is a thankless task but because we have 
some dedicated members who help to run the Club we are able to go forward each 
year because of  that dedication. Without that we would not have a Club that is 48 
years old and heading for 50! So my deepest thanks to you. I also thank those who 
may be non-committee members but who also help out when needed. Again when 
the going gets tough, the tough get going so thank you all.
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We had a successful year and although we lost members at the yearend we have 
gained more and especially younger and definitely fitter female members. It is 
good to see the number of  females increasing once again and we look forward to 
a long association with you all.
Finally many thanks to all the Members for your continued support and trust in 
the Committee to run the Club on your behalf. I look forward to serving you all 
again this year as GM and let’s have a great fun filled year of  hashing. 
As to the AGM run it was messed up due to missing paper which must have been 
by someone picking it up. The run was actually set on the Wednesday by Bibi Tu-
lips, No Choice, Texas Tits, Texas Bullshitter and myself. The construction site 
was in full swing so we did a detour to bypass it altogether. Our trail was up the 
steps, passed the cowshed, along the gravestones and into the bush. At the bush 
we went along the path before going down towards an Indian Shrine, climbing 
up and down again to the Hash Highway. The trail then went left along the Hash 
Highway before climbing up to Mt. Olivia and to the old On Down trail back. I 
think it was at this point the paper went missing and hashers went right instead 
of  left on the Highway thinking it was the end of  the run and headed home for a 
very short run! But there was no paper laid to the right so who knows what the 
Hashers were thinking! Nevertheless most had a good sweat and all returned well 
before dark to chat and quaff  a few beers before heading to the market restaurant 
for a very good dinner.

Next Week we are at Youth Park, 
Sai Seng corner,  

for Pussycat’s Run,
Please come and support 
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2515 23-4-20 Mem Sahib Nirvana Park, Air Itam
2516 30-4-20 Lucy Hughes TBA
2517 7-5-20 Flying Duck TBA
2518 14-5-20 Biking Sheila TBA
2519 21-5-20 Miss Bollywood TBA
2520 28-5-20 Good Year TBA
2521 4-6-20 Puki Merah TBA
2522 11-6-20 Tan KH TBA
2523 18-6-20 Rebecca Roberts TBA
2524 25-6-20 Justbeer TBA

Please inform the On Sec a.s.a.p. where your run will be

Please respect the environment which we enjoy each week and ensure 
that no rubbish is left at the site, including cigarette butts, scraps and 
general litter. Thank you.

2509 12-3-20 Pussycat Youth Park, Sai Seng corner
2510 19-3-20 No Choice Shamrock Beach, Kali’s corner
2511 26-3-20 Juliana Lopes A. Youth Park, Sai Seng corner
2512 2-4-20 Mission Impossible Island Glades, Chinese Temple
2513 9-4-20 Bommy TBA
2514 16-4-20 Committee Run TBA

Run Date Bunny/Hare Runsite
Hareline 2020

Circle 
We had no circle this week but we did have a new member, Greer from New Zea-
land. She first ran at W’Anchor’s run a couple of  weeks ago and liked it so decid-
ed to join. Welcome to the Club Greer.
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Pictures of  the evening 
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24, Pukka Sahib

28, Silent Man

29, Pimp

March
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Funnies
A chicken and an egg are sitting in a psychiatry’s waiting area. A nurse comes 
out of  the office and asks, “So, who of  you came first?”
“Oh for crying out loud! Not here, too!”

I heard some pretty juicy rumor about butter. But I decided not to spread it.

What do you call a deeply religious cow that just performed a miracle?
HOLY COW!!!!

Two weirdly dressed strangers knocked on my door yesterday. They insisted 
I need to be saved, by God!!! Told them to buzz off  and bother somebody else. 
Ruddy firemen.

A bra is a uniquely democratic tool. It empowers the small, it supports the big 
and keeps the masses together.

A guy trying to rob a disco: “Everybody, hands up in the air!”
Everybody: “YEAAHHH!!!! Wooohhoooo!!!”

You know that famous joke about the side walk?
Man, it’s all over town!

What is a vampire’s favorite fruit?
A necktarine. 

Some bastard hit me in the street yesterday and ran off  with my limbo stick.
I mean really, how low can you go?”
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Disclaimer: By taking part in a Hash House Harriets 
Penang run or event, you agree not to hold the or-
ganisers or any affiliated individual responsible for 
any injury or mishap that may happen to you.


